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Understanding the changing relations between China and its neighbors
/ Zhanng Yunling -- The China model and world order / Su Changhe --
TPP : a major challenge to China in the process of its rise / Li
Xiangyang -- The rise of China and the adjustment of the international
order : a case study of China's participation in the multilateral trading
system / Song Hong -- Global economic recovery : an uphill battle? /
Huang Haizhou, Li Zhiyong, and Wang Hui -- Structural changes of
global economy and new challenges of emerging economy / Zhu Min
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monetary system : prospects for the Renminbi joining the SDR basket /
Qiao Yide, Xu Mingqi, Li Rui, Ge Jiafei, and Shi Qing -- China and the
United States in the next decade / Zhang Weiying, He Huaihong, Huang
Haizhou, Yuan Yaxiang and Wang Jisi.
What is China's rightful place on the world stage? Will the world remain
unipolar as signs of American decline appear to be mounting? How can
China maintain a harmonious relationship with its neighbors? What
does China intend to do with the new power and influence that appears
to be at its disposal? In light of emergent post-2008 economic realities,
how should China adjust its foreign economic relations? This volume,
the first of its kind, gathers a collection of translations of influential
essays, talks, and papers on Chinese foreign policy, national security,
and foreign economic relations written by Chinese elites. Many papers
have also served as propositions for policy prescriptions to China's
leaders, the vast majority of which have to date only been available in
Chinese.


